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What I would like to do 

I would like to engineer a good recycling system that everyone can  use to remind 
themselves to recycle everyday. So they would not forget to recycle and that could 
be healthy for the earth. And also there might not be so many landfills with things 
that could be recycled.I sometimes forget to recycle and this invention would help 
me a lot it could help a lot of people remember to recycle. I think it would not be a 
bad idea.



Problem 

Sometimes many people forget to recycle. and that could be very bad but there 
could be a way that we could be reminded everyday to recycle. well then we can 
build something that use solar power . kind of  like if  someone was about to put a 
water bottle in the wrong bin but if there was a robot that would not allow it and it 
would instead put it in the right bin. And  if that person puts it in the right bin and 
then instead of a lot of trash and recyclable things going to the landfill there would 
be more things that are going to get recycled then going in a landfill. 



Research 

● What is solar power robot  trash bin

A solar power trach bien hey duos not just collect trash, they compact it and That allows each 
receptacle to hold about five times more waste than a non-compactor of the same size.And 
Solar powered compacting bins work by storing energy from the sun and using it to power 

● Why is  solar power robot trach bien important 

The trash cans are solar powered because they don’t just collect trash, they compact it. That 
allows each receptacle to hold about five times more waste than a non-compactor of the 
same size   

● Things you can Not throw in a trash compactor 
● Oils and grease
● Wood products or wooden materials
● Aerosol or pressurized cans
● Toxic chemicals 
● Harsh cleaning agents 
● Batteries 
● Electronic Items
● Tapes or CDs



What it does 

This will be able to or mit collect trash in any area and can tell you where 
to put the trash in the correct bien for now we will contract serverul 
different  types of prototypes and tring different tips of ways to design it 
with different types of material.And It will need some wheels to move 
around as well as solar panels and more.



Materials 

● Cardboard (lots of it )
● Scissors 
● Tape 
● Air
● Plastic syringes
● Vinyl tubing 
● Ruler 



Design and project Images  

Example  design



Design and project Images

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Heif_RsKgJgGzvodVVVTO7RsSY9IeGus/preview


Limitations And Implications

Limitations: 

● Finding all the materials was proven difficult because I did not have all the 
materials. 

● Making shuer the cardboard did not get wheat was also difficult as well 

Implications: 

● This project will be able to help compact recycled material like cans 
● Using this It could be easier to compact  recycled materials without taking 

up a lot of energy 



Results and Data

My project was success 
after many tries and 
fails and the results are 
that the model that I 
made of a hydraulic 
press was able to push 
down things. 

Trials
Trie  1    

Changes 
The box was to big and when I used 
the hydraulic press the plastic syringe 
would not reche close to the ground so I 
switched it with a smaller one 

trie 2
I had to  switch one  the syringe because 
the position it was did not work for it 
because  it was to small and did  not put 
enough pressure  on the other plastic 
syringe 



Conclusions 

Through the design project and engineering part I learned that I takes a long time 
to get infermansion and then start engineering but first you have to design it and 
that could be challenging sometimes as I experienced it.The challenging thing for 
me was figuring out what things worked and  how I will design it. Another thing 
that was hard was building the  hydraulic press. I also did not have some materials 
and it quite a will to get them and then go back to doing the project.There was 
some errors when I was building the hydraulic press but I fix them.My project was 
success after many tries and fails l have the results 



Resources 

● Google 
● Youtube


